
Featured in Mr.Puffy'sKnittingBlog - thanks, Claudia!

Free pattern for the Signature Scarf

(LONG SCARF VERSION 94")

You will need:

Needles size 13 U.S. (9mm Euro) (or 12 or 14 if you knit loosely or tightly)
Leftover yarns (or buy yarns you like, no more than one ball each
A crochet hook suitable for bulky yarn, a measuring tape and a pair of scissors.
Stitch: stockinette, or garter stitch if you prefer. Garter stitch produces knits that are wider and shorter than
stockinette stitch.
If you use garter stitch, cast on 20 stitches only and add part of another repeat at the other end so as to get
the length you want.
Gauge swatch: not crucial for this. You can knit 22 stitches in mohair for 20 rows, and see if you get about
7″ wide. Change needle size if necessary, or add/subtract stitches.

Set up:

Gather round all your bits and pieces and yarn ends and match them in a color scheme that pleases you. You will
need 14 yarns or yarn combinations total. If a yarn is too thin to fit in with the others, mix it with another yarn to give
it more body.
Now, arrange your yarns in order; pick the flashier yarns for the in-between rows (usually from 4 to 6 rows); and the
"mileage" yarns for the longer stretches. So for example, a fantasy yarn for the in-betweens rows, and a sports
tweed or a mohair for the longer bits. Once you like your sequence, put yarns in little baggies numbered 1 to 14.

Knitting Time!

Take yarn #1 (an in-between or edge yarn) and cast on 22 stitches.
Beginning of repeat:*** 

Bag number Red yarn kit Bronze yarn kit
1 knit 2 rows knit 8 rows
2 knit 16 rows knit 2 rows
3 knit 5 rows knit 14 rows
4 knit 7 rows knit 4 rows
5 knit 3 rows knit 12 rows
6 knit 10 rows knit 2 rows
7 knit 2 rows knit 9 rows
8 knit 11 rows knit 2 rows
9 knit 5 rows knit 8 rows
10 knit 12 rows knit 4 rows
11 knit 4 rows knit 14 rows
12 knit 14 rows knit 2 rows
13 knit 2 rows knit 12 rows
14 knit 7R knit 4 rows
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***(End of repeat)
Repeat two more times.You should have 298 rows including the cast-on.
Use yarn #1 again to knit 2 more rows and bind off. 

Fringes and finishing:

Clean up the loose ends, or tie them and let them hang for a more carefree look. Take the yarns you have left and
cut 6″ lengths for fringes or 4″ if you want them 2″ long only . You′ll need 32 of them. Use as many different yarns
as possible. Now sort them in unmatched pairs. (Please note that the pictured scarves have fringes 6″ long (cut 12″
lengths), and a lot more of them). You will fold each pair in two and hook them through the ends of the scarf, like
this:
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Feel free to email me if you have comments or questions:
MurielleKnitwear@gmail.com.


